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ABSTRACT

A method of setting an anchor tie in the ground, the

3,717,966

anchor tie comprising an anchor body and a rod or
above ground level. The anchor tie is placed in a bore
hole traversing the ground and settable material, such
as concrete, is introduced into the bore hole to sur
round the anchor body and the adjacent portion of the
bar connected to the anchor body and extending to

rod. In accordance with the invention, the settable

material surrounding the rod adjacent the anchor
body is displaced from the settable material in the re
gion of the anchor body by introducing a pressure
medium between the respective regions. This may be

accomplished by surrounding the rod adjacent the
anchor body with an inflatable elastic annular tube or
bag into which pressure medium, such as water, is
forced after the settable material has been poured but
before it has set.

Considered from another aspect, the invention pro

vides for an anchor tie construction wherein the

anchor body proper is set in the ground, surrounded
by a set mass of material, such as concrete, the rod ex
tending from the anchor body being spaced from the
set mass in the region adjacent the anchor body by an
inflated annular bag or tube surrounding the rod
caS

Considered from a still further aspect, the invention
provides for a testing method for determining the re
sistance to pulling force of an anchor tie construction
set in the ground. According to the methpd, a pressure
medium containing bag or tube surrounds the rod ad
jacent the anchor tie body proper. Communication to
ground level is established with the pressure medium
containing bag or tube, for example by a pipe or con
duit extending from the bag to above ground level. A
pulling or drawing force is then exerted on the rod. If
the anchor tie is dislodged by this force, it will press
against the pressure medium containing bag, thereby
causing pressure medium to be forced through the
conduit towards ground level. By contrast, if the
anchor tie withstands the pulling force, no pressure
medium will reach ground level.

9 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
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medium. From a practical point of view the rod, in the
region adjacent the anchor body proper is surrounded
by an inflatable elastic bag or tube which commu

ANCHORTE CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF

SETTING AN ANCHORTE IN THE GROUND
FIELD OF INVENTION

The invention relates to anchor ties or tie rods which
are set in the ground and which are used for anchoring

construction elements.

5

nicates with ground level through a pipe or conduit.

When the settable material, such as concrete, is poured
into the bore hole, the bag or tube is in deflated condi
tion and lies flat against the rod. However, after the in

troduction of the settable material, a suitable pressure
medium, such as for example water, is injected into the
Anchor ties are set in the ground for the purpose of 10 bag or tube, thereby inflating it and displacing the
anchoring construction elements. Such anchor ties
material, before it has set, away from the rod
usually comprise an anchor body proper and a rod or settable
and thus away from the settable material surrounding
bar connected to the anchor body and extending verti the anchor body.
cally therefrom to a location above ground level. In 15 The inflatable bag or tube which preferably is of an
practice, such anchor ties are inserted in a bore hole nular nature, is advantageously arranged about the rod
traversing the ground with the anchor body resting on at a level adjacent the rear or top end of the anchor
the bottom of the hole. Settable construction material, body proper as distinguished from the front or bottom
such as for example concrete, is then poured or in end of the anchor body. Due to the separation accom
jected into the bore hole to surround the anchor body 20 plished in accordance with the invention, any force to
and to penetrate the surrounding earth formation to which the rod is subjected, is introduced into the sur
form, after setting, as set mass which effectively retains rounding soil formation through the tie rod construc
the anchor tie in the ground. The settable material, tion proper only.
which is introduced into the bore hole, of course also
The various features of novelty which characterize
surrounds the rod, at least in the region adjacent the 25 the invention are pointed out with particularity in the
anchor body. However, it is desired that settable claims annexed to and forming a part of this specifica
material surrounding the rod, at least in the zone or re tion. For a better understanding of the invention, its
gion adjacent the anchor body proper, is spaced or operating advantages and specific objects attained by
separated from the set material surrounding the anchor its use, reference should be had to the accompanying
body. According to a prior suggestion, the separation 30 drawing
and descriptive matter in which there is illus
of the settable materials is accomplished by an addi trated and described a preferred embodiment of the in
tional pull or drawing member which surrounds the vention.
anchor rod over a predetermined length. By pulling this
The single FIGURE of the drawing illustrates alon
pulling member, a pulling force is exerted on the setta 35 gitudinal section through a formation in which an
ble material surrounding the anchor rod and in this anchor tie construction is being set in accordance with
manner the settable material in the respective region is the invention.
moved away from the bulk of the settable material sur
Referring now to the drawing the anchor tie, com
rounding the anchor body and a spacing between the prising an anchor rod 5 and an anchor body 4, is set in a
settable material and the rod is thus accomplished. It formation 1, ground level being indicated by reference
has also been suggested that stationary spacers of rigid 40 numeral 10. The formation 1 is traversed by a bore hole
or soft material be interposed between the settable 2 which is lined with casing as indicated by reference
material and the rod means. All these prior art con numeral 3. The casing 3 may be in the nature of a
structions, however, have serious disadvantages, are drilling pipe. The anchoring body 4 is of substantially
cumbersome and do not always yield the desired 45 U-shaped cross-section and has a bottom or front end
results.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND PRIOR ART

11 and a rear or top end 12. The anchor body 4 and the

rod 5 are connected to each other, the rod extending
from the anchor body 4 to a location above the ground
level 10. The casing 3 also extends to above ground
50 level as indicated by reference numeral 8.
In accordance with the invention, an annular tube or
bag 6 of elastic material surrounds the rod 5 at a local
and efficient manner which moreover can be readily tion adjacent the rear or top end 12 of the anchor body
controlled and regulated.
4. A conduit or pipe 7 extends from the bag or tube 6 to
Another object of the invention is to provide a su 55 above ground level, the conduit being tied to the rod by
perior anchor tie construction.
string or wire as indicated by reference numeral 13. In
It is also an object of the invention to provide for a practice, the bore hole 2 is first drilled and lined with
method of testing the resistance to pulling forces of the casing 3,8. The anchor tie is then inserted into the
anchor tie constructions set in the ground.
hole with the anchor body 4 resting on the bottom
Generally, it is an object of the invention to improve 60 bore
of
the
hole and the rod 5 extending to a location above
on the art of anchor tie construction as presently prac the ground
level 10 as shown. The anchor tie is inserted
ticed.
into
the
bore
with the bag or tube 6 connected
Briefly, and in accordance with the invention the thereto, the baghole
or
tube
being in deflated or flat condi
settable material, after it has been introduced into the 65 tion. Settable construction
material, such as for exam
bore hole, is displaced, prior to setting, in the boundary ple, concrete, is then injected
the bore hole. This
region or transition zone between the anchor body may be accomplished therebyinto
that
source of the
proper and the rod. This is accomplished by a pressure material is connected to the projectingaend
8 of the cas

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is a primary object of the invention to overcome
the disadvantages of the prior art proposals and to ac
complish the desired separation between the two re
gions of the settable material in an exceedingly simple
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1. A method for setting an anchor tie in the ground,
said anchor tie consisting essentially of an anchor body
and rod means fixed to said anchor body, said method
comprising the steps of:
inserting the anchor tie into a bore traversing the
ground with a portion of said rod means projecting

3
ing 3 and the material, such as concrete, is forced into

the bore hole under pressure. The settable material
thus enters the bore hole, surrounds the anchor body 4

and penetrates into the surrounding earth formation.

The settable material, however, also surrounds the rod.
During the pouring of the settable material, the casing
3 is preferably raised, thereby facilitating penetration

to above ground level;

of the settable material into the earth formation. The

settable material after setting forms the so-called
anchor block 9 which is in fact a hard set mass. The lift

O

ing or raising of the casing 3, while simultaneously
pouring the settable material under pressure, should
advantageously be effected until the casing has reached
a location behind the bag or tube 6, to wit, at the upper 15
end of the path c. Prior to setting of the settable materi
al, a pressure medium is now introduced into the bag or
tube 6 for inflation purposes. This is accomplished by
suitably connecting the end 7 of the conduit projecting
above ground level to a pressure medium source, such 20
as water. The bag or tube 6 is thus inflated and due to
the inflation, of course, displaces the settable material
in the zone or region of the rod adjacent the rear or top
end 12 of the anchor body, thereby separating the
settable material surrounding the rod from the bulk of 25

the settable material surrounding the anchor body.
Once the bag or tube 6 has been inflated by the pres
sure medium, to wit for example, water, the casing 3

locating inflatable means in said bore at a point sur
rounding said rod means which point is proximate
ly above said anchor body, said inflatable means
including means extending to above ground level
through which a pressure medium may be directed
into or out of said inflatable means;

introducing settable material into said bore to sur
round said anchor body, said rod means and said
inflatable means;

injecting a pressure medium into said inflatable
means prior to setting of said settable material
whereby portions of said settable material sur
rounding said inflatable means are displaced from
the volume occupied by said inflatable means
thereby to form a separation between the settable
material surrounding said rod means and the setta
ble material surrounding said anchor body; and

thereafter permitting said settable material to set
whereby said anchor tie may be formed with the
settable material which surrounds said rod means

may be raised further and additional settable material so

may be introduced to fill the bore hole up to ground
level. Usually it is unnecessary to effect the introduc

tion of the additional settable material under substan

separated from the settable material which sur
rounds said anchor body.
2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said in
flatable means comprises an inflatable elastic annular

bag having a tube extending therefrom to above ground

tial pressure. Due to the inflated separating bag or tube,

said settable material being introduced into said
the settable material in the zone a, as indicated in the 35 level,
bore
with
said bag in a deflated condition, said pressure
drawing, is thus effectively separated from zone b.
medium
thereafter
injected into said bag through
Once the material has set, the inventive arrangement said tube to inflate being
said
bag
thereby to cause said dis
is peculiarly suitable for testing whether or not forces placement of the settable material.
applied to the anchor tie are actually introduced into
3. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said pres
the ambient or surrounding earth formation solely 40 sure
medium is water.
through the anchor block 9. For the purpose of testing,
4. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said bore

a pulling force is exerted on the rod 5 in the direction of is lined with casing, said casing being at least partially
lifted out of said bore before said settable material has
opened. If, as a result of the pulling force, no liquid 45
exits from the open end of the conduit 7, it follows, of
5. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said bore
course, that the anchor block 9 has not been dislodged is lined with casing, said casing being raised while said
within the earth formation but has been able to
settable material is introduced into said bore.
withstand the pulling force. By contrast, if the pulling
6. A method according to claim 5, including the steps
force, to which the rod 5 is subjected, results in move- 50 of introducing said settable material under a first higher
ment of the anchor block 9, pressure will, of course, be pressure for a period of time until said casing which is
exerted on the water containing bag or tube 6 resulting being raised is situated a small distance above said in
in water appearing through the open end of the conduit flatable member, subsequently injecting said pressure
7. This, of course, is then an indication that the anchor
medium into said inflatable means, and thereafter, and
tie construction has not withstood the pulling force. 55 while said casing is continued to be raised, introducing
Once it has been established, in the manner referred to, additional amounts of settable material under a second
the arrow I, while the outer end of the conduit 7 is

Set.

lower pressure.
7. A method according to claim 2, wherein settable

that the anchor tie construction has been properly set
and is capable of withstanding the desired forces, setta
ble material, such as concrete, may also be introduced

into the bag or tube 6. This is simply accomplished by
displacing the water or the like pressure medium in the
bag or tube by the settable material through the con

60

What is claimed is:

material is introduced into said bag through said tube
subsequent to injection therein of said pressure medi
um, whereby said pressure medium is displaced by said
settable material, whereafter the settable material in

said bag in allowed to set.

duit 7.

To prevent corrosion, it is advantageous to coat the
rod 5 over its entire length with a corrosion resistant in
sulating layer.

-

65

8. A method for testing the resistance to pulling force
sisting essentially of an anchor body and rod means
fixed to said anchor body, said anchor tie being sur
of an anchor tie set in the ground, said anchor tie con

3,717,966
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rounded by a mass of settable material and having said
rod means extending from said anchor body to a loca
tion above ground level, said method comprising the
steps of:
locating inflatable means to surround said rod means
at a point proximately above said anchor body
prior to placement of said settable material about
said anchor tie, said inflatable means including
means extending to above ground level through
which a pressure medium may be directed into or

9. An anchor tie construction anchored in the

O

out of said inflatable means;

injecting a pressure medium into said inflatable
means subsequent to placing of said settable
material about said anchor tie but prior to setting
of said settable material whereby portions of said
settable material surrounding said inflatable means
are displaced from the volume occupied by said in

ground comprising an anchor body, rod means fixed to
said anchor body and extending therefrom to a location
above ground level, a first mass of set material sur
rounding said anchor body, a second mass of set
material surrounding said rod means, said second mass
being located adjacent said first mass, and inflatable
means configured to surround said rod means and
located between said first and said second mass of set

15

flatable means thereby to form a separation

between the settable material surrounding said rod
means and the settable material surrounding said
anchor body;
thereafter permitting said settable material to set;
applying a pulling force to said rod means; and de
tecting whether said pressure medium is displaced
from within said inflatable means thereby to deter
mine whether said set material surrounding said
anchor body has been displaced as a result of the
pulling force applied to said rod means whereby

6
the effectiveness of the setting of said anchor tie in
the ground may be determined.

20

material, said inflatable means including means extend
ing to above ground level through which a fluid medi
um may be directed into and out of said inflatable
means, said inflatable means being adaptable to being
inflated by introduction of a pressure medium therein
during a time when said set material is in an unset con
dition thereby to effect separation between said first
and said second mass of set material prior to setting
thereof, said inflatable means being also adapted to
have unset settable material injected thereinto whereby
said pressure medium may be displaced therefrom so
that the internal volume of said inflatable means

25

becomes occupied by set material which has been pre
mitted to set after having been first introduced in said

unset condition.
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